Chemically tuned amphiphilic diblock copolymers dispersed in water: from colloids to soluble macromolecules.
We investigate by small-angle scattering the structural behavior in water of a family of asymmetric poly(styrene-stat-(acrylic acid))-block-poly(acrylic acid), i.e., P(S-stat-AA)-b-PAA, diblock copolymers. These diblocks are of constant block ratio and increasing molar fraction, phi(AA), ranging from 0 to 1, of acrylic acid in the first P(S-stat-AA) statistical block. We identify three types of structural behavior in water: (i) for phi(AA) </= 0.25, the structures found in water are out-of-equilibrium micelle-like objects, reminiscent of the macrophase separation in the solid state, with no reorganization upon dispersion; (ii) for phi(AA) >/= 0.50, the diblocks dispersions in water are at equilibrium. For high phi(AA), the diblocks are soluble in water, demonstrating that a transition from colloid-like objects to soluble macromolecules is achieved. Close to the transition, (phi(AA) approximately 0.50), the diblocks form objects interpreted as comprising a water-swollen core formed by the P(S-stat-AA) block, surrounded by a swollen brush composed of the majority PAA block, above a apparent critical micelle concentration. However, these diblocks do not behave as macrosurfactants, and their self-association behavior is rather interpreted as a microphase separation which can arise from the incompatibility between two polymer blocks P(S-stat-AA) and PAA placed in a common solvent water.